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Everybody is welcome to explore, to observe the relieve, to discover his own city under his feet and hands,
to walk, to touch, to make himself comfortable and
to watch a projection bringing a unique view of social,
geometric, physical and poetic aspect of relationships
that a human has with his public space and other humans. The project questions the transformation of the
public space according to the mobility of the people
and their interactions by confronting Ouagadougou with
other cities.
The plastic installation consists of two major plans representing two different cities being linked in accordance
to global phenomena of mobility and connectivity. The
city plastically constructed on the floor - the city where
installation is exhibited – underlines and questions the
real problematics related to the mobility, connections,
physical comfort, space definition and human interactions.
By contrast the city projected on the ceiling, - Ouagadougou - reflects the global questions of physical and
mental connections in public space. Altogether with
modern visual media enabling the image distortion the
real city of Ouagadougou becomes utopian, virtual and
noble.
Aiming to be time/data-collecting, the projection of
Ouagadougou is extended with images taken in cities
that participating in the installation agenda.

synopsis

illusion
of Ouagadougou
real city of installation

between
two cities
Important feature of installation is a point of view - the
angle of perception of both cities. The city on the floor
is being discovered by walking, by real presence,
touching. With using urban-planning and parametric
software to design the installation we would like to find
shortcuts to underline main features about the mobility
in the city of installation. At the same moment we want
to focus on manual construction of the installation and
the experience we have from crafts in Burkina

The installation consists of two major plans representing
two different cities being linked in accordance to global
phenomena, strictly defined or loosely estimated based
on similarities, expectations and differences.
The real city of installation - the city represented and
plastically constructed on the floor underlines the real
problematics related to the mobility, comfort and space
definition.
Ouagadougou - by contrast the city represented and
projected on the ceiling, on the “woven canvas” is rather imagination of the city reflecting the global questions
with personal experience of authors and other contemporary artists sharing their mental maps of the city,
altogether with modern visual media enabling the image
distortion the real city of Ouagadougou becomes virtual
and utopian.
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real city
of installation

between
two cities

illusion of Ouagadougou

plastic installation of the city of installation
It is an inventive way to break down stereotypes, to
explore our surroundings. Through this project, we
wish to examine the forms of public space, social and
mobile relations in it, its functions and our ways of use.
The aim is to explore geometric, social, physical, ideological and poetic aspect of relationships that a human
has with a public space and other humans.
The performance seeks to question the transformation
of the public space according to the mobility of the
people and their interactions. The presence of humans
is the key for open reflections about present, past and
futur, about speed and calm, about empty and full,
about barriers, about working with obstacles.
The show is a creation in situ, the relievo is shaped
upon the city of the installation, upon its topography,
shapes and geometric configurations. The performers
play with the local landscape and architecture, whether
structured or chaotic. They build their spaces with a
help white fabric covering material of local “trash”.
They trace the connections in between the plastic city
on the floor and projected Ouagadougou on the ceiling
with white ropes to identify similarities in between two
of these cities. This gesture represented by expressive
geometric form of lines brings both cities closer to a
human scale.

The installation has its indoor and
outdoor version. The interior installation
puts an accent on purity of minimalistic
design of installation reflecting principal
features of represented city on the floor.
The darkness of the interior cofiguration
permits the VJing and projection during
entire period of installation

terior

connectiNg cities

The installation has its indoor and outdoor version.
The exterior installation puts an accent on accessibility of represented city on the floor in public space
and brings the message to the people passing by
accidently or on regular basis. The irregularity and
originality of public space configuration determines
the installation with columns, trees, buildings, benches, pavements.
The installation is open to the audience during whole
day, and it is a dusk that brings a surpise of a form of
the projection and VJing.

terior

connEXion

IN WEST AFRICA
The image of the region is overall simplified to a picture
with a slow boat on the river Niger, to an ancien
academic crossroads in Timboktoo, to Sahara’s starry
skies, to hikes through ancient Dogon Country, to
cosmopolitan Abidjan and to Ghana’s palm-fringed
beaches... but the essence of this incredible continent
isn’t in any desert, mountain or lake. It’s the spirit of
the PEOPLE – pushing, shouting, sweating, holding,
dancing, singing and laughing – these vivid and capting
interactions affect many observers so powerful they’ll
never stop analysing, often without any explanation and
against all sense or reason.
IN SAHEL
A narrow band of the semiarid land south of the Sahara
is a meeting point of civilisations... Arabs, Mandingues,
French, Sudanese and many nomadic ethnies merged
together and created the unique cultural diversity
helping to resist wars, famines, droughts, exploitations
and doubts…
The interconnection is further illustrated by the social
practice called the joking relationship. It authorises,
or even requires, members of certain ethnic groups
to make fun of others, without any result or offence...
These verbal confrontations are actually social
means of relaxation from hard life.

The
ceiling canvas is
woven in improvised
and very easy way to
point out the street system
and to accentuate the illusory
and virtuality of projected
photos, maps, images and
videos of Ouagadougou
mapped on sounds
composed in Burkina Faso

IN BURKINA FASO
Situated in the heart of West Africa, Burkina Faso is
a landlocked Sahelien country between Mali, Niger,
Bénin, Togo, Ghana and the Ivory Coast. Rather less
affected by mass tourism and with few natural resources attractive to international concerns, the country has
kept its authenticity. Faso has a very RICH CULTURAL
heritage. From one region to another, lifestyles, customs, activities, crafts and festivals have real specifics
that has an impact on every day life and daily communication. The climat makes people live outdoor, in shared
courtyards, in streets, markets. The level of economic
development of the country makes them live together
in modest conditions. This openness and share are the
major features of the society image.
IN OUAGADOUGOU
Ouagadougou isn’t just fun to say, it’s a fun place to
be. Streets are full of people, standing, marchanding,
chatting, dancing, but rarely walking. The harsh sun
and temperature above forty degrees keep them stay
protected in a shadow. But it doesnt make the city
stagnant. Almost everyone in Ouagadougou has a
motorbike. The scale of this transport mean, make the
image of streets chaotic and scattered but a tiny experience is enough to understand the unspoken rules of
the road. With rare helmets, the traffic becomes a linear
meeting point - the interactions are direct and sincere.
As well as in little green taxis offering shared commuting
to anybody, readily available to stop to pick passengers up anywhere as well as will drop them off at any
location they wish. Compared to other African cities
the traffic is relatively light and sane - partly because of
such a high proportion of mopeds on the road. Most
major paved roads have separate bike lanes, which are
used by mopeds, bicycles, mules & carts.

The
projection is
about Ouagadougou,
its stereotypes, its forms of
public space, social and mobile
relations in it, its functions and ways
of use.
It is a presentation of social, geometric, physical, ideological and poetic
aspect of relationships that a human
has with his public space and other
humans. The research seeks to
question the transformation of the
public space according to the
mobility of the people and
their interactions.

projection

other discipline

of local contemporary art
Being a scenic
installation exploring
urban mobility and connections, the Réseautage aims
to invite other local comtempporary artists of different domains to contribute with their
point of view to the research
and to the projection content
itself. The artistic performance
is fully independent from the
scenic frame and iteracts
with topics brought by
the VJing in a particular
destination.

dance

dancers

visual art

photographers

poetry

choreographers

rappers

singers

graphic artists

slammers

painters

d e f inition

dimensions: length x width x height
min 5*5*5m max 9*9*5m
interior space with a possibility to hang a canvas
exterior space diverse enough to attach a canvas structure
performance duration
30min of a projection loop repeatable according to the character of
an event (whole day in a dark interior space, entire evening for an
exterior installation) + possible thematic conference
installation time
3-5 days (depends on a local material availability)
human ressources needed for the installation
02 scenographers - installation authors
01 installation régisseur and administrator
01 sound technician in situ (local staff)
01 light technician (local staff)
dismantling time
1 day
total weight
35 kilogrammes
transport details
impermeable boxes
set up and material details
The work should be installed in interior/public space with a surface
at least 5m by 5m, but the larger the better (up to 10*10m) with
a various existing elements enabling the installation of the “woven”
ceiling high at least 4 (better 5)m - a possibility to hang ribbons.
For the installation of ribbons a ladder high and stable enough is
needed provided by the event organisators.
The ground part is a white fabric (brought by authors) covering a
relief that is made of local trash – dry cartons, car tires, bike tires,
buckets, newspapers and magazines – it is filling material that
should be found in situ locally. It doesn’t make part of packaging.
There is one video projector brought and needed in the installation,
so the work should be under the security supervision
insurance value
2000eur
budget
- price for one installation in one place (work of one week)
- price for one conference
- price for a transport of the team - 3 people to be transported (2
scénographers and 1 régisseur) plus internal transfers (between
the hotel and the installation venue and the airport/station)
- team accommodation - 3 single rooms
- team food - 3 meals per 3 people per a day
ownership of
sada dao // michaela solnicka volna
courtesy of
sada dao // michaela solnicka volna

technical details and budget

Sada
DAO begins his career
of a scenographer in 1998, while
this profession was still very little known
in Burkina Faso. He became one of the most
respected African scenographers, he founded and
till now he ensures the artistic direction of Face-O-Scéno
(collective of scenographers and stage technicians).
Searching to confirm his scenographer´s practice even out of
African continent, such as art and technology inherent in live shows
that are practiced there, his experience has changed the codes on
the definition of artists and technicians roles, and the work of team.
The unifying impact of his activities and projects, with his ability to
reflect, to experiment and to work in the public space, allow him to
develop artistic projects that bring aesthetic changes and question
the meaning of urban art practices and installations.
In 2008, he was nominated the Best Stage Designer of the
Grand Prix of the Francophone Africa Theatre for the merits in
Face-O-Scéno. In 2009, he was selected for the Critics
Award in Belgium.
„Art and architecture within a
Having designed and realized numerous stage and
human commitment“ is the subtitle
art concepts, he dreams to open a school
of a long term project called unlimitedJCA
of scenography in Burkina Faso.
for which since 2012 Michaela Solnická Volná
has been literally living - in Burkina Faso. Internships
and curiosity brought her to Morocco, Ghana, Burkina
and Bratislava already during her studies in Prague, Lyon
and Paris. It was aside Italian architects from VentiZerosada
QuattroArk she got her first real experience in interior and
dao
stage design. In 2012, she joined the team of Jakub Cigler
Architekti and since 2013 she leads their activities in Ethiopia and Burkina Faso. Urban scenography brought her
to collaborate on projects in Mauritania and Ivory Coast.
michaela
An academic research on aesthetics in bearing
solnická
structures permits her to explore new materials,
volná
methods and media with local dancers
involved into scenography and creation
in public space.
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1st step
in exterior:
Réseautage = Networking
(November 2013 - Ouagadougou):
Monumental and scalable scenic installation
created as part of the Carrefour des Arts 2013/1
month / Team of 20 people / Total area: 1386m²
Master Plan of the Grand Ouaga – Horizon 2025,
draws the outlines of all the links woven in the city. Started from the illustration of this networking the proposal for
the Carrefour des Arts 2013 was defined: a giant canvas
(total area of 1386 m²), representing a net of urban space
where infrastructural and human stitches are tied together
to develop the city. It is a picture with a unifying feature,
it is a fabric (in cotton, made with a team of 20
people), it is a scalable scenic installation, served
as a receptacle for various proposals by guest
artists such as painters, sculptors, comedians and slammers who were
interconnected together.

dakar

casablanca

st louis
meknes
amsterdam
cyclists, openness

ankara
topography,
traffic jams,
dichotomy

bamako
sahelien region, opennes
motorbikes

topography,
traffic jams,
lake, KAP16

kampala

sahel, sand
roads, islam

topography, hill,
river,small
scale, pedestrians

niamey
ljubljana

rome

topography, river,
history, trams,
PQ2019

topography,
traffic jams,
temperament

prague
abidjan
rabat
personal
cars, traffic
jams, parking,
socialising

nouakchott

lagoons,
bridges, traffic
jams, pedestrians

stockholm

We would like to create an opportunity, a screening place where people
can talk to each other, exchange
ideas, leave their trace, unwrap
their inspiration, write a message on
ribbons when they feel to, leave a
voice message.

beyrouth
manila

cotonou

teheran
topography,
traffic jams,
tram, taxis

addis abeba

it is not only about speaking, asking
questions, but also about creating
and sharing an emotion, a meaning,
stimulating a discussion and provoking an action (and a value?).

to explore

As one part of the project, we would
like to create a website cumulating
people´s thoughts from different
places of installation. Because the
project name is RESEAUTAGE =
NETWORKING. It is about connecting the projected virtual Ouagadougou with the plastic city on the floor
with physical ribbons and it is about
connecting audiences from different
venues, from different origins, from
different cultures, with different mobility behaviour with virtual ribbons.

tsudukhu,
traffic jams,
river, trust

kinshasa
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